Introduction.
Let C be an «-cube and 5 the «-sphere circumscribed about C. Keeping C fixed let 5 be moved so that its center falls at some point P inside or on C. We pose the problem: How can vertices of C falling inside or on Sp (the subscript denotes the center) be selected ?
Analytically expressed, let C be the unit «-cube the coordinates of whose vertices are zeros or ones (on a Cartesian coordinate system in En). Let P be the point (xi, • • • , x") with 0 £*< ^ 1 (t = 1, • • • , «).
Sp is of diameter w1/2. We seek lattice points (yi, Of course, one obvious method would be to substitute (the coordinates of) the vertices of C into (1.1) and to select those which satisfy it; however, except for small « this is a prohibitive operation (even with mechanical aid). The problem therefore is one of minimizing the number of operations in obtaining solutions of the desired type.
In this paper we obtain a process for immediately associating with any (xi, ;=1 i=l Theorem 2. (i) Each primary set (which may be the primary set of order zero) has one and only one associated (H)-lattice-point, and (ii) distinct primary sets have distinct associated (II)-lattice-points.
We thus have the following constructive process for obtaining vertices of C inside or on Sp:
Step 1. Once «2^4 is specified, list all 6 primary sets. This may be done by the algorithm of §4.
Step 2. Once (xi, ■ ■ ■ , x") is specified determine a rearrangement H Bearing this in mind at all times, we may obtain all other lattice points associated with each element of (2.8) without duplications.
3. A lemma. Let Ar(w)(l ^r^ [w/4]) denote the matrix in the upper left-hand corner of (2.6) consisting of all elements Aitj (i= 1, • • • , r; j-l, • • • , w -3). It will be convenient to introduce a new designation for an arbitrary element of Ar(w), say &i¿, where i indicates the tth row from the top (as before), but k now indicates the &th column from the right; (thus Aij = s,,k where &=w-2-j (j=l, ■ ■ ■ , n -3)).
Lemma. Let Si,k (i>l) be any nonzero element of Am(n)(m= [w/4]) such that Si,k+i is not zero. Then Proof. From (2.7) it follows that Si,k = Si,k+i-\-Si-i¡k+i. Since
Si-i,k+i = Si-i,k+2+Si-2,k+2, we obtain (3.2) Si,k = s,-,¡fc+i + Si-i¡k+2 + Si-2,k+2.
Repeating this argument on the last term of (3.2), etc., we finally obtain (3.1).
4. An algorithm. Let Sr denote the sum of the elements of the rth row of Ar(w)(l ^ráj [w/4], »^4).
Let g0 be an integer satisfying lúqo^Sr.
We shall associate with q0 a primary set (jo, ju • • • , >-i)
as follows:
(1) Determination of jo. We notice that We show how to determine j,-. We notice that (if r -(i-1)^2) Then, letting g = i -1 in (4.6), and subtracting the left sum, we obtain 1 is <Z» ís ír-(i-i) .¿¡-j. From (4.7) we see that there is one and only one integer j, satisfying (4.9) i,-_i < ji g (w -3) -(r -(i + 1))4 = * such that (4.10) J2 S'-ÍJ < ?i ^ S îr-i,i.
Repeatedly selecting the ji as described in (3) (immediately above), we finally obtain the primary set (jo, ■ • • , jr-i) which we associate with qo.
From the manner in which (j0, • • • , jr-i) was selected we may now show that (4.11) <?"= l+£ E *r-*,i.
Proof of (4.11). Let Substituting (4.12) into (4.14) we obtain (4.11). We recall that hk by definition satisfies 1 ^ho<hi< ■ ■ ■ <hr-i and hk^(n -3) -(r -(k-\-l))4: = vk; also, that in determining the primary set associated with a given integer g0 (l^go^S /) there is one and only one selection ji possible at each step (cf. (1), (2), (3) Therefore (5.6) is true (in this case) for ¿2:0. Case II. Suppose sr-<,fc,-n = 0. Then, using the ideas appearing in the proof of Case I, the left side of (5.6) is less than or equal to We show that this correspondence is 1-1 reciprocal:
(i) Each integer go(lúgoSSr) has one and only one associated primary set (jo,ju • • ■ ,/r-i) because in selecting the/<'s one and only one ji can be selected at each step (cf. §4).
(ii) Integers go and gi(l £go£Sr, 1 £gi = 5r, go^gi) cannot be associated with the same primary set (jo, j\, • ■ • , jr-i)-For in the contrary case go and gi would each be equal to the right side of (4.11), and therefore to each other, which is impossible. Proof of (ii). Let distinct primary sets respectively. Since the primary set (7.1) are distinct, there must be an a,-such that ßiGl^i , ■ ■ ■ » <*• }• The w-tuplets (7.2) will be distinct since pa^p'oi-Therefore the lattice points associated with the primary sets (7.1) will be distinct. 
